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Introduction
The Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg was a project partner in the European Interreg project
SUMBA (Sustainable Urban Mobility and Commuting in Baltic Cities), which was funded under the EU
program "Interreg BSR-Baltic Sea Region". As part of the project, participating BSR partner cities
developed commuting master plans between 2017 and 2021. These address the challenges and
problems caused by car-based commuting and identify measures to reduce them. In the city of
Hamburg, the focus was on making commuting more environmentally friendly between HamburgAltona and the suburbs. The follow-up project SUMBA+ now focuses on the implementation of the
strategies and measures developed in the SUMBA project and concentrates on a local level in the
district of Altona. At this local context one major challenge is the connection between public
transport hubs and quiet areas with environmentally friendly and low-noise mobility.
In the past, motor vehicle-oriented streetscape design has led to little attention being paid to the
needs of pedestrians and cyclists in particular, as well as to residential and recreational quality. This
has resulted in reduced space for pedestrians and cyclists as well as increased noise pollution of
streetscapes and residential neighborhoods due to high speeds. Furthermore there are poor
accessibility and high levels of noise from public transport stops 1. In recent years, the issue of noise
has become increasingly important in urban and traffic planning. Particularly in densely populated
areas, noise has a high relevance, as the subjective perception of noise increases with the number
and density of inhabitants 2. Road traffic noise causes the largest share of noise pollution in
residential areas3. The main factors in reducing road traffic noise are the mode of transport and the
accessibility of public transport stops. In neighborhoods the choice of transportation must take into
account socio-demographic characteristics and the demands of different user groups for mobility
services, as well as urban structures.
In addition to road traffic noise, other noise sources such as leisure or urban production also play a
role in the pollution of residential areas4. Part of the SUMBA+ task in Altona is investigating which
noise sources and factors contribute to high levels of noises in urban areas and how these can be
adapted in the long term to promote a lower noise level in neighborhoods. The objective is to define
"quiet areas", which have already been developed in the local concept for climate protection in
Altona. A key component is the identification of climate-friendly and traffic-calming mobility options
that respond to the different mobility needs of the neighborhood citizens.

Methods
Figure 1 shows the methodological approach in the SUMBA+ project. The district of Altona is already
pursuing many approaches to promote climate-friendly mobility, and SUMBA+ is embedded in this
context. In the first step of the project, these approaches were documented. In the further course, it
was investigated to what extent different spatial and socio-demographic structures exert an
influence on high levels of noises as well as traffic and mobility requirements. For this reason, a
study of different urban space types in newly built and existing neighborhoods was carried out. In
these, different initial situation, preconditions for "quiet areas" and climate-friendly mobility
become apparent. These are, for example, longer distances to the city centre, to work and
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infrastructure facilities, but also different mobility behaviours due to social or financial conditions or
the urban environment. In addition to the neighborhoods, the Altona transport hub “Altona station”
as a central transfer point and its connecting corridors to the neighborhoods were examined as a
further area of consideration.
Figure 1 Process scheme of SUMBA+

Source: Planersocietät

Spatial and socio-demographic factors were first identified to describe the two urban districts Mitte
Altona (new building area) and Osterkirchenviertel (existing area) in order to create a profile for the
neighborhoods. In addition, the traffic situation in the areas was analysed. The results were
recorded in profiles (see Appendix). The profiles are the basis for analysing the connection between
the neighborhoods and the train station and for deriving the necessary framework conditions for a
"quiet area”. Based on the analysis and the profiles, two use cases were developed for each
neighborhood. Use cases are used to find out how a person uses a system to achieve a certain goal 5.
These differ according to their age, generation, occupation, lifestyle, household size and the
predominantly used modes of transport. By looking at these different types of residents, it was
possible to identify opportunities and challenges in everyday mobile life and to derive a variety of
needs and expectations for public transport hubs and traffic-calmed zones. Then suitable short-,
medium- and long-term measures, to reduce noise, are identified, as well as an estimate of the costs
to implement them. Finally, a definition of the term "quiet area" is derived.

Analysis
Noise development and perception
Sound is used for daily communication via the auditory system. The human ear can perceive sound
in a very wide frequency range. Continuous and excessive sound can develop into noise and have
adverse health effects such as cardiovascular diseases or sleep disorders6. People perceive the
exposure to sound or noise subjectively due to their individual sensitivity to noise or the way they
deal with it. In addition, urban structures such as the arrangement of buildings can amplify the
background noise, e.g. by reflecting sound. A measurement of noise is therefore only possible from
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the physically describable noise7. Noise levels around 60 dB(A) are still perceived as pleasant, while
120 dB(A) are perceived as extremely painful. In practice, one assumes a health hazard from already
65 dB(A) during the day and 55 dB(A) at night 8. The change in noise level is not linear to the change
in decibel value. An increase of 10 dB(A), for example, is perceived as a doubling of the noise level 9.
Noise conflicts arise when noise-sensitive uses - such as housing - are adjacent to noise-intensive
uses - for example, traffic, industry, restaurants, playgrounds. However, the main noise impact is
generated by road traffic noise10. Vehicles generate noise, for example, through the engine and the
contact of the tires with the road surface. The higher the speed of a vehicle, the louder the noise it
generates. For example, a car traveling at 50 km/h can be perceived as twice as loud as a car
traveling at 30 km/h 11. In addition, high levels of noises are generally perceived as more burdensome
in dense and larger cities 12.
The challenge is how to avoid noise conflicts in new and existing urban districts. In this respect, five
fields of action for noise mitigation can be derived. Settlement and district planning, urban
development, noise abatement and securing and developing quiet areas are especially suitable to
new residential areas (that are to be developed). In existing neighborhoods, traffic avoidance and
modal shift, is particularly relevant13. On the one hand, it is important to limit traffic through
restrictions such as speed regulations, spatial redistribution or parking space management. On the
other hand, it is important to promote low-noise modes of transport and intermodality. This
includes walking, cycling and public transport. The spatial and use-oriented interconnection (e.g.,
mobility stations) of these modes of transport with the addition of other mobility services, such as
sharing services, can additionally promote a modal shift away from private cars.

Selected areas in Altona
Figure 2 Selected areas in Altona

Mitte Altona
Osterkirchenviertel

Altona railway
station
Source: Planersocietät, Data basis: Landesbetrieb Geoinformation und Vermessung 2021
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The urban district “Osterkirchenviertel” is a former working-class neighborhood from the 20th
century and is located west of the railroad tracks of Altona station. To the northeast of the tracks is
the new urban district “Mitte Altona”, which is still partly under construction. The first phase is
scheduled for completion in 2022 (see Figure 2).

Comparison of Mitte Altona und Osterkirchenviertel
The existing Osterkirchenviertel and the Mitte Altona neighborhood show differences both in terms
of socio-demographic structure and traffic situation. The Osterkirchenviertel is much more densely
populated, so that the residents' perception of noise is higher and the physical level of noise is
higher. Although both neighborhoods are largely made up of speed-30 zones. The higher car
ownership rate and the presence of cobblestones in the Osterkirchenviertel also indicate a higher
exposure to road traffic noise than in Mitte Altona. Due to the more pronounced mix of uses in and
around the Osterkirchenviertel, noise-sensitive-uses are more often located near noise-intensiveuses (see Figure 3). In Mitte Altona, compatible zoning and separation of different uses was
considered from the beginning of planning. A large proportion of stationary car traffic is
accommodated in underground garages, so that traffic generated by the search for parking spots is
reduced in addition to the designation as a residents' parking area (likewise the Osterkirchenviertel).
The main noise sources here are leisure, due to the high proportion of small children and daycare
centres, as well as the district school, which is currently under construction (see Figure 3). In
addition, there is the strong enclosure by the railroad tracks and the associated rail traffic noise. The
accessibility of the Altona train station by modes of environmentally friendly transport from the
centre of Altona is significantly worse than from the Osterkirchenviertel, since there is only one
connection for pedestrians and cyclists via Präsident-Krahn-Strasse, which has not yet been
optimally designed. Especially residents from the northern residential area could orientate
themselves more in the direction of the Holstenstraße S-Bahn station. However, the low level of
accessibility and the restrictions on bicycle traffic also limits the accessibility of the Altona train
station from the Osterkirchenviertel. The importance of bus transportation is rated rather low for
connecting the station to the neighborhoods due to moderate distances and low time savings
compared to walking and bicycling.
Due to the different socio-demographic structures and traffic conditions, different use cases have
emerged for the two urban district. The use cases for Mitte Altona clearly show that there is a
distinct neighborhood in Mitte Altona and that it is possible to play and stay safely in the
neighborhood. In addition, there is already a good range of alternative mobility options.
Figure 3 Sources of noise in Mitte Altona and Osterkirchenviertel
Noise intensive uses / Potential sources of noise
traffic
industry
hospitality
leisure
school, daycare, playgrounds
sports

Source: Planersocietät, Data basis: Landesbetrieb Geoinformation und Vermessung 2021

Nevertheless, it is also evident that there is no safe and comfortable route connection to Altona
station for all target groups. Particularly in the area of Präsident-Krahn-Strasse, there is a need for
improvement in the pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. In the past, the Osterkirchenviertel has
already developed into a very lively neighborhood in which neighbourly interaction could be
expanded even more in the future. In order to strengthen all modes of transport that support
climate friendly traffic like public transport, cycling, walking and micro mobility in the neighborhood,
there is a particular need for barrier-free pedestrian and bicycle traffic infrastructure. In addition
there is also a need for the expansion of bicycle traffic infrastructure and parking facilities for
stationary bicycle traffic.

Conceptional work and measures
This concept for quiet areas in urban districts is the result of a spatial analysis of the two
neighborhoods Osterkirchenviertel and Mitte Altona and their different socio-demographic, traffic
and urban planning conditions. The consideration of noise aspects, especially road traffic noise, were
the main focus of the concept development.
On this basis, a toolbox with 15 different measures (see Table 1) was developed, which can be
applied in different neighborhoods depending on the framework conditions in order to promote
quietness in these neighborhoods and reduce road traffic noise in particular. The toolbox can be
supplemented depending on future developments and spatial typological characteristics. Detailed
profiles of the individual measures can be found in the appendix.
Table 1 Tool-Box Quiet Areas
high Priority
M1 Establishing a bicycle zone

medium Priority
M6 Neighborhood garage

M3 Bicycle parking

M7 Designation of strategic delivery
zones and neighborhood boxes
M9 Encounter zones

M4 Strengthen neighborhood
entrances
M5 Conversion to one-way
street
M8 Parklets and Pocket Parks
M10 Neighborhood mentors
M14 Cycling axis

low Priority
M2 Noise-reducing road
surface
M11 Qualitative
upgrading of bus stops
M 15 Modal filters

M12 Crossing concept
M13 School route plans

Based on different framework conditions in urban districts, measures can be applied differently and
quiet areas can be equipped differently (see Conclusions for the definition of urban quiet areas).
Accordingly various measures are recommended for the Osterkirchenviertel and Mitte Altona
neighborhoods (see Appendix). In the Osterkirchenviertel, the establishing of a bicycle zone and a
change in the use of parking spaces are primarily aimed at prioritizing environmentally friendly
mobility and increasing the quality of stay. Neighborhood parking outside the urban district, the
establishing of delivery zones, and the use of noise-reducing road surfaces should primarily lead to a
reduction in road traffic noise as well as a shift to the outer skin of the neighborhood away from the
noise. The visualization of the quiet area is aimed at for both urban districts via a concise design and
strengthening of the quiet areas entrances. With the help of a crossing concept and the expansion of

the cycling infrastructure, including a modal filter, the linking of the urban district Mitte Altona with
the neighborhoods via low-noise modes of transport that support climate friendly traffic will be
strengthened.

Conclusions for the definition of urban quiet areas
Noise can have very different sources, such as leisure, urban production or traffic. In this context,
noise is perceived by the individual as very subjective, which means that noise-reducing measures
can deliver a quick subjective effect and at the same time promote sustainable mobility behaviour.
Due to the different structures and the spatial typology in the neighborhoods, quiet areas can be
characterized differently. In practice, it is a matter of carefully dealing with the existing structures
(infrastructure and local people) and developing them. This is what distinguishes the two studied
neighbourhoods from each other. In the existing Osterkirchenviertel, the focus was on noisereduced inner development (developing from the inside out) whereas in the Mitte Altona, the focus
was on the radiance and rooting of quiet areas in other neighborhoods. In this context, prioritisation
of measures supports the selection of appropriate and cautious options (e.g., markings).
Quiet areas concentrate road traffic noise at the outer boundaries of the neighborhood, the outer
skin away from noise, and also concentrate existing noise-intensive uses in separation from noisesensitive uses where possible. In doing so, a (traffic) noise reduction is achieved in the interior of the
urban district in different fields of action such as infrastructure, design, service and communication.
With the help of different push and pull strategies, the modes of transport that support climate
friendly traffic are prioritized in the neighborhood and motorized individual traffic (e.g., traffic
generated by the search for parking spots, land use) is reduced in a targeted manner. With the
individually applied strategies, traffic is reduced and slowed within the neighborhood and structured
through clear rules. In addition to pure noise reduction, quiet areas also strengthen traffic safety for
pedestrians and cyclists, create recreational areas and have an identity-forming effect. Quietly
designed local mobility axes also strengthen networking with other neighborhoods.
In summary, a quiet area stands on the following three columns:
•
•
•

Quiet inside, noisy outside
strengthening modes of transport that support climate friendly traffic and low-noise mobility
integrated approach: balanced mix of push and pull measures, as well as soft and hard
(infrastructural) measures
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Figure 4 Measures in the Osterkirchenviertel

Figure 5 Measures in Mitte Altona

Figure 6 Sociodemographic characteristics of Mitte Altona
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Figure 7 Traffic Situation in Mitte Altona
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Figure 8 Sociodemographic characteristics of Osterkirchenviertel
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Figure 9 Traffic situation in Osterkirchenviertel
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